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seventies

THE HSCC AWARDS DINNER MARKED THE END OF 
ANOTHER GREAT SEASON FOR 70S ROAD SPORTS 
AND 2019 CHAMPION JEZ CLARK  
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A DISAPPOINTING END TO  
OUR YEAR
It was reported there was too much contact, 
overtaking on the grass and overtaking under 
waved yellows. And to clarify that statement, 
any incident of this kind is too much

I have discussed driving standards with Andy 
Dee-Crowne, the Clubs CEO, with the result 
we will appoint a driving standards officer 
next year to monitor our performance in this 
area. With more cars, and invitation cars, the 
racing has been more competitive throughout 
the field which is quite understandable.

However we want to go home with a car in 
one piece and a broad smile, and not  
chuntering about some incident that occurred 
on track. The areas we need to consider:

Defending ones position – fully legitimate, 
make one move only in plenty of time and 
leave enough tarmac for another car. 
Going for gaps that don’t really exist or will 
disappear very rapidly. 
Observing all flag signals. 
And finally – just be considerate to your 
fellow competitors and be aware of what is 
going on around you.

comment
I had a note to raise driving standards at our Drivers Meeting but elected 
not to do so. Not really sure whether it would have made a difference but 
what is clear is the Finals meeting was not the best example of racing in our 
Championship. Charles Barter 

On a positive note we have a great calendar 
next with nice gaps between races, and back 
to Pembrey after many years, please try to 
turn out in force and make it a race meeting 
to remember. In addition we should see new 
competitors join our Championship, I know I 
don’t have to ask but please make them 
welcome and assist them all you can.

We have just the best Series, the camaraderie is 
outstanding which makes competing against 
one another much more pleasant, and safer. 
However it’s also about the people that go the 
extra mile, Jim and Alex on the hospitality 
front, and Jim Nairn who produces our 
blockbuster Newsletter – a special thank you. 

The Committee, for which I am particularly 
grateful, have re-written next year’s 
regulations along the lines as discussed at our 
Drivers meeting, a draft version will be 
published on the website in the near future. 

It therefore just remains for me to thank 
everyone involved with our Series, and those 
in the Office who makes it all happen 
seamlessly. 

Season’s Greetings. 
Charles

Charles Barter, 1976 
Guyson/BARC Hillclimb 
Champion.
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#10–24.09.19 OULTONPARK

Images: Nik Broadbent – DAI Media  Design & words: James Nairn

At the Oulton Park Gold Cup 70s competitors 
were rewarded with an insight into Jim Dean’s 
plans for the point at which he finally decides to 
hang up his helmet and hoe – he will be running 
a beach side bar in Hawaii, and based on the 
evidence from Oulton Park he will excel at it, 
especially with his accomplices Cate, Anne and 
Alex. But before the sampling could begin, it was 
necessary to get down to a bit of motorsport in the 
form of qualifying for Sunday’s Gold Cup race.
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The Gold Cup is very much a weekend event 
with 70s competitors arriving early on Friday 
to stake a claim on the outer paddock. It was 
immediately apparent why Jim Dean’s season 
has been restricted to so few outings this year 
as he unloaded a complete Hawaiian Beach 
Bar. Jim also brought with him enough 
glorious sunshine to fill the whole sky above 
Oulton Park for two days, so, unlike last year, 
the surf was down and there were no giant 
breakers washing through the paddock, all 
that was missing was the beach which most 
competitors claimed they were planning to 
avoid anyway.

Andy Honey had been equally busy over the 
summer having taken Peter Head’s troublesome 
MGB by the scruff of its neck and given it a good 
talking to whilst simultaneously giving it a good 
working over with sockets and spanners. 
Hopeful that it had been ridden of its 
malevolent ways this time Peter was having 
another go at getting a race from it. Whilst 
Julian Barter had poked a screwdriver into his 
children’s piggy banks and released enough 
loose change to enter it into the HRS race.

Sharing a car with someone of known ability 

is always a good idea as it helps you to decide 
where best to direct the funds, if you find 
yourself a few seconds shy of your seat mate 
then funding coaching or test sessions would 
likely reap greater rewards than fitting Carlos 
Fandango wheel trims, flashing internal LED 
lighting or a tiger tail to hang from the rear 
view mirror. All are highly regarded but 
overrated performance boosters.  

Saturday morning at the Gold Cup is always 
relatively relaxed, the day starts with open test 
sessions which provided a great opportunity 
for Peter Head to get reacquainted with his 
car, the racing equivalent of ‘the hair of the 
dog,’ having had very little seat time recently. 
Peter was joined by Nigel Ashley who was 
checking whether his Europa had been rid of 
the misfire which has plagued it all season. 
Will and Mark Leverett didn’t really need the 
practice so were probably testing as a 
distraction from the great value breakfast in 
the café, whilst Chris Holland and John Hall 
used the opportunity to get reacquainted with 
the circuit. 

Jez Clark was towards the front of the queue 
in the Assembly Area as qualifying got 

Championship visitor 
Jason Minshaw harried 
and hustled the RS2000 
for all he was worth, 
keeping the regular 
competitors like Mark 
Leverett on their toes.  
Image:  
©Nik Broadbent – DAI Media

underway and quickly put himself at the top 
of the time sheet making good use of the 
clear track but Will Leverett wasn’t hanging 
about and a lap later toppled Jez from the top 
spot by a fraction under four tenths. Bizarrely 
half the grid posted their best time on their 
third lap, although for Peter Head the curse of 
the MGB struck again before he had 
registered a time. Kevin Kivlochan pushed Jez 
down to third by just a little more than four 
hundredths of a second. Charles Barter was 
fourth, the Datsun having been fitted with a 
‘hack’ engine which he hoped would see him 
through the remainder of the season, ahead of 
local hero Jason Minshaw in an Escort 
RS2000. There was a certain amount of 
chatter on social media as to whether a 
RS2000 was a ‘sports car,’ the camps were 
equally divided depending upon which side 
of the 1970s they were born, but the 
precedent had been set 10 years previously 
by racing legend Bob Trotter, another hero of 
the well informed Cheshire crowd.

By this stage of the season the grid is 
beginning to follow a pattern, with Mark 
Leverett sixth ahead of Jim Dean who was 
struggling with brake issues, his Europa on its 

first outing since the rear suspension broke at 
Brands Hatch. Fortunately Jim and Jason have 
history concerning a swimming pool in 
Portugal. After various brake pipes were 
fabricated it was hoped the Europa had been 
restored to full health in time for race day. 
Howard Payne, Adam Bagnall, Mark Bennett 
and Nic Strong lined up where the form book 
suggested they should be with John Hall just 
about attaching his Datsun 260Z to the back 
of this group to keep in touch with his 
classmates.

Steve Worrad dropped the little Datsun YB110 
comfortably in the middle of the grid, whilst 
there is only so much you can expect from a 
1200cc engine Steve has this car punching 
above its weight. Nigel Ashley headed his 
business partner Peter Bowyer by just over 
three tenths whilst David Tomkinson 
squeezed everything he could get from his 
Spitfire, as you do when refusing to accept 
that a toothpaste tube is really empty, hiding 
his disappointment that his class sparring 
partner Chris Fisher was on a break, because 
the Spitfire was actually six hundredths 
quicker than the Arkley had been back in 
2017.  

THE DATSUN HAVING BEEN 
FITTED WITH A ‘HACK’ 
ENGINE WHICH CHARLES 
HOPED WOULD SEE HIM 
THROUGH THE REMAINDER 
OF THE SEASON.

After brake issues in 
qualifying, Jim Dean put 
in a dominant 
performance during the 
race, with only the Datsun 
240Z of Charles Barter 
able to match the pace of 
the Lotus Europa.  
Image:  
©Nik Broadbent – DAI Media
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70s welcomed Gary Thomas, who turned up 
with an appropriately liveried Lotus 7, bright 
green with complementary psychedelic 
graphics on the nose, very much in the spirit 
of the 1970s. In Class D, the German 924 
contingent of Simon Baines and Mark Oldfield 
were ahead of the Italian paring of Dave 
Erwin, the second most famous driver from 
Wolverhampton ever to race in 70s, and the 
Lancia Beta of Sarah Hutchison. 

As competitors readied themselves for the 
evening’s festivities, a sign was hung on the 
bar stating ‘It’s 5 o’clock somewhere’, a limbo 
rope was strung out for competitors to 
demonstrate their flexibility or significant lack 
of it. Andy Honey, either dedicated to the 
cause or getting in some early limbo practice 
was spied quietly sliding under the sill of 
Peter’s recalcitrant MGB intent on inserting a 
spanner forcefully in a place the sun rarely 
shines.    

THANKS FOR THE CHEFS JIM AND ALEX 
PROVIDING A MEAT FEST OF RIBS AND 
OTHER WILD ANIMALS!
JULIAN BARTER

The traditional Gold Cup 
Barbecues get better and 
better each year, this year’s  
Hawaiian theme was a 
great success prompting 
even bigger plans for a 
Gold Tankard Beer Fest in 
2020. 
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The Oulton Park Gold Cup is one of the best 
Historic Motorsport events of the year, a 
Northern Powerhouse, as yet overlooked by 
the corporate glitterati, dispensing with 
contrived themes or theatrical shopping 
villages, content with a few market stalls 
selling pies while the deep grass slope 
overlooking Cascades was occupied by car 
clubs presenting a hugely diverse selection of 
old cars, picnic baskets and tartan blankets.

The Morgan +8 of Kevin Kivlochan outdragged 
Will Leverett’s Lotus Europa to Old Hall, whilst 
Jim Dean from the fourth row was keen not to 
let them break away and by the time he 
reached Cascades was squeezing past Jez Clark 
for third. The Europa of Howard Payne dropped 
three places falling behind Nic Strong’s Marcos 
and Mark Bennett’s MGB GTV8. Mark Oldfield’s 
Porsche 924 was struggling with brake issues 
and was retired at the end of lap 2. Amazingly, 
Peter Head’s MGB completed the first lap and 
Peter optimistically set off on a “double or 
quits” strategy to see if he could double his 
recent race distance.

Kevin retired the Morgan at the end of the 
second lap with a blown head gasket and a 
lap later Will retired his Europa with rattles 

from the twin cam. Jez spun his Elan at the 
entrance to Hislops chicane, allowing Charles 
Barter and Jason Minshaw through into 
second and third positions although already 
more than five seconds behind Jim. The 
Marcos of Nic Strong lost a wheel exiting 
Foulston’s Chicane. Peter Head’s MGB 
completed the second lap and so, like a 
drunken gambler, Peter chanced everything 
by going around again.

Adam had spotted that he was in a good 
position to collect a handy haul of 
championship points, he had seen Kevin pull 
into the pits and Mark Bennett was becoming 
a distant spec in his mirrors. It was a 30 
minute race on a warm afternoon which 
would be followed by a drive back home to 
Matlock, so Adam made an uncharacteristic 
but reasonable decision that what he didn’t 
need on this day was to get embroiled in a 
fight with Howard’s recovering Europa. 
Staying to the left on the approach to Lodge, 
Adam let Howard dive past on the inside at 
which point fate’s fickle finger intervened, 
pushing the Europa wide on the exit of the 
corner, but the finger having decided it wasn’t 
fickle enough then pushed the Europa back at 

right angles to the track and into the path of 
the E-Type.  Adam’s Championship ambitions 
evaporated like a spilt beer on a hot 
afternoon.     

Only three laps down into a 30 minute race 
and six cars had already disappeared from the 
fray. Charles quickly reduced the gap between 
himself and Jim to half a second, dragging 
the RS2000 of Jason Minshaw with him. On 
lap six the leading group were certain they 
were seeing a mirage rising in the heat before 
realising Peter Head’s MGB was still circulating. 
After briefly being passed by Mark Leverett, 
Jez reasserted himself in fourth, but running 
at the pace of the leaders found himself in no 
man’s land unable to close the gap, yet 
unchallenged from behind. 

Steve Worrard dropped fifteen seconds to 
Mark Bennett in the early laps as a result of 
dramas affecting others but as the race settled 
down his Datsun YB110 held the gap to the 
MGB V8 throughout the remainder of the 
race, while the Datsun 260Z of John Hall 
slowly fell away as the race progressed but 
kept the MGB Roadster of Peter Bowyer in the 
Datsun’s shadow. 

Garry Thomas set off at a cracking pace before 
his enthusiasm got the better of him, but after 
a grassy moment settled down to post some 
decent lap times in his Lotus 7, his best half a 
second quicker than the more experienced 
Steve Worrad and John Hall. Gary was also the 
last of lapped runners only being caught on 
the penultimate lap. Further back David 
Tomkinson had moved his Spitfire to the front 
of Class E and in front of Simon Baines who 
was leading Class D. Initially Dave Erwin was 
able to keep an eye on the white 924 until 
Nigel Ashley who had worked his way 
backwards as his misfire returned, dropped 
his Europa between these two and managed 
to suck five seconds from Dave’s average lap 
time. 

Sarah Hutchison was cast adrift and bobbed 
around in clear space feeling more like Ellen 
MacArthur than Maria Teresa de Filippis as 
Peter Head ticked off more laps, keeping a 
watchful eye on his mirrors for the inevitable 
flaming meteorite or yawning crevasse that 
was, based on past experience, almost 
certainly going to remove his MGB from the 
race. Ten minutes into the race and with no 
sign of the meteorite to warm things up even 

Jim Dean’s Lotus Europa 
ran faultlessly on race day 
to provide him with an 
emotional and overdue 
victory.  
Image:  
©Nik Broadbent – DAI Media
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the most enthusiastic supporter of 70s Road 
Sports would have needed rose tinted 
spectacles to see the spectacle. Not that it is 
ever a hardship to sit on a grassy banking in 
the afternoon sun at the Gold Cup as the 
commentary team slipped into informed 
conversation about Jez Clark still holding the 
Formula Vee lap record.

At mid distance Charles gave Jason Minshaw 
an opportunity to have a go at unseating Jim 
from the lead. There was no doubt that Jason 
was extracting some great pace from the 
Escort, it being encouraged to slip and slide 
by its enthusiastic pilot. Charles gave Jason 
five laps by which time they had fallen four 
seconds behind Jim, and with only three laps 
remaining the Datsun was only able to reduce 
the gap by a couple of seconds but couldn’t 
get close enough to prevent Jim from taking 
his first outright win since 2016.

A very popular victory made more poignant as 
he was carrying a passenger, Cate’s mother 
who had passed away over the Gold Cup 
weekend a few years ago assumed the role of 
navigator. Charles was pleased his cooking 
engine had held together whilst Jez was a 

little subdued and disappointed that his 
Championship rival had been removed from 
the chase. Inevitably Peter Head’s MGB didn’t 
reach the end of the race grinding to a halt 
three laps from home, whilst Peter Bowyer 
was even more fortunate that he and his MGB 
didn’t become a molten fireball.  As the 
passenger footwell slowly filled with high 
octane fuel Peter considered his options and 
decided this wasn’t the moment for rash 
bravery and a speedy exit would be the better 
part of valour.

Mark Bennett and Simon Baines were both 
class winners, demonstrating what can be 
achieved with a reliable car and the ability to 
keep out of trouble. David Tomkinson finished 
ahead of the larger capacity Class D cars and 
Dave Erwin collected another trophy for team 
Wolverhampton. Equipe Hutchison were the 
big winners of the weekend heading home 
laden with gold as all three members of the 
racing family, Sarah, husband John and son 
John collected trophies from their respective 
events. The day was topped off as a Lancaster 
Bomber made a lazy fly past over the circuit. 
The final act of defiance was left to Peter’s 
MGB which, in another act of petulance, 

discarded its exhaust pipe as it was being 
pushed onto its trailer.

AFTER LEADING BRIEFLY, RATTLES FROM THE 
TWIN CAM BROUGHT WILL’S RACE TO A 
PREMATURE END. 

Nic Strong’s Gold Cup was 
not a runaway success in 
the he hoped finding 
himself racing with a rear 
wheel from the Marcos 
early in the race.  
Image:  
©Nik Broadbent – DAI Media
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01 19 Will Leverett

02 98   Kevin Kivlochan 

03 01   Jez Clark

04 24   Charles Barter

05 52 Jason Minshaw

06 20   Mark Leverett

07 72   Jim Dean

08 11   Howard Payne

09 02   Adam Bagnall

10 131  Mark Bennett

11 37   Nic Strong

12 128 John Hall

13 91 Steve Worrard

14 10   Nigel Ashley

15 101 Peter Bowyer

16 07 David Tomkinson

17 17  Gary Thomas

18 28  Simon Baines

19 57  Mark Oldfield

20 76   Dave Erwin

21 56  Sarah Hutchison

22 69  Peter Head

LAP CHART
OULTON PARK GOLD CUP: SUNDAY 14TH AUGUST 2019 

Laps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 15 15

01 Jim Dean  C

02 Charles Barter  B

03 Jason Minshaw  I

04 Jez Clark  C

05 Mark Leverett  C

06 Mark Bennett  A

07 Steve Worrard  I

08 John Hall  B

09 Gary Thomas  I

10 David Tomkinson  E

11 Simon Baines  D

12 Dave Erwin D

13 Nigel Ashley C

14 Sarah Hutchison  D

DNF Peter Bowyer I

DNF Peter Head I

DNF Adam Bagnall A

DNF Howard Payne C

DNF Will Leverett C

DNF Nic Strong B

DNF Kevin Kivlochan A

DNF Mark Oldfield D
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FROM CHAMP
TO CHUMP

It was an eventful weekend at Oulton Park, for 
Adam Bagnall but his Gold Cup did not floweth 
over, becoming a Payneful extraction from the 
Championship chase, as he reveals in his very 
personal review of the weekend.

I fitted new front brakes after I had worn them 
out at Croft, as the rears were only a quarter 
worn they stayed in. The engine sounded good 
and strong in qualifying on Saturday, but as the 
temperatures rose during the session a misfire 
provided a natural rev limiter. 
Getting braver at Lodge where I just about 
wrote the Jaguar off eight years ago, I tried 
squeezing the throttle before I crested the rise 
on the apex on the final lap of qualifying, as 
an experiment… not the best idea, as I then 
ran out of road on the exit and had to take to 
the grass, which I found is ok if you let the car 
settle and rejoin the track gently. 
I qualified second in Class and I felt there was 
another second to knock off my times with a 
perfect lap.
With 24 hours to kill before Sunday’s race I 
looked at the car a few times, then touted 
around the 70s paddock for a grass skirt to 
wear at the Hawaiian Night. We had a great 
evening where plenty of beer and cocktails 
were consumed. Thoughtfully I had erected 
my tent before the festivities started, however 
as I was laying in bed half asleep (optimising 
the timing of my first pit stop) I remembered I 
hadn’t capped the tent and a summer drizzle 
was about to dampen me externally.
I awoke to a clear sky and a less clear head. A 
visit to the loo, became a visit to the showers 
and a cup of tea became a full breakfast at the 
café, so accidentally I was fully up by 7.30am 
Sunday morning. I attempted a fully dressed 
lie-in, then did the final checks on the car and 
bled the brakes.
I found a loose bolt and a loose wire, which 

made me optimistic that I may have cured the 
misfire. The car and I were all revved up and 
eager to go when we formed up in the 
Collecting Area. We set off onto the track and 
there was suddenly no more time for nerves. 
Concentrate on feeling the grip as I weaved to 
warm the tyres. Apply a little left foot braking 
to warm the brakes. Make sure I was in 1st 
gear as I was marshalled to my grid position. 
Plan my launch route in front, the look in my 
mirrors for the back of the grid to form up and 
the green flag …

The five second board comes out, the revs rise 
and the red lights come on. Don’t let the revs 
rise above 2500 and the lights go out, drop 
the clutch and squeeze the throttle… whoops 
too much throttle, the wheels are spinning 
and the car’s not moving. The Mark’s MGB is 
outdragging me, I relax the throttle and wait 
for the car to relaunch, squeeze the throttle 
again and steer my way through the grid but 
get slightly baulked by the Invitation Escort 
RS2000 of Jason Minshaw into the first corner. 
We all seem to be going so slowly and I’m 
down into 2nd (usually 3rd) as we accelerate out 
of Cascades and head along Lakeside towards 
Island Bend for the first time.

I managed to keep up with the faster cars for a 
couple of laps, Championship rival Jez Clark 
was running fourth (third in Class) then I saw 
Kevin’s Morgan pull into the pits. This was 
looking and feeling good, I was lining myself 
up for a Class win, maximum points and an 
increased Championship lead.   

However Howard Payne’s Europa closing on 
me quickly, followed by Nic Strong’s Marcos Images: Charlie Wooding  Words: Adam Bagnall
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and Mark’s MGB. In my mirror I saw the 
Marcos departed from the fight as one of its 
wheels continued to roll down the track. 
Another lap and Howard’s  Europa was right 
on my tail going through Druids sitting in my 
slipstream along the straight towards Lodge. I 
thought that as Howard was in a different 
Class then I had little to gain by getting into a 
fight so let him go through on the inside as 
we braked for Lodge. He accepted the offer, 
but maybe as a result of the slipstream and 
entering the corner on a tighter line the 
Europa did not slow sufficiently, running out 
of road on the exit and taking to the grass.

From recent experience what I expected was 
for Howard to run along the grass and gently 
rejoin the track, unfortunately still on the 
throttle the rear wheels of the Europa spun on 
the less grippy grass surface and the car 
speared across the track at 60° in front of me, 
I was already on the brakes but there was no 
way I could avoid the Europa. In motor racing 
folklore there is an old saying ‘when someone 
is spinning in front of you aim at them and by 
the time you get there they will be out of the 
way.’  Not true! I just couldn’t lose enough 
speed to steer behind him and collected the 

Europa in the driver’s door with the left front 
of the Jaguar’s bonnet.   

By the time we came to rest on the grass on 
the inside of the track I was fuming and 
couldn’t believe how my Championship had 
suddenly evaporated. I could see a battery of 
long-range camera lenses pointing at me but 
I was NOT in the mood for posing! I did 
consider trying to restart the engine but 
decided against rejoining the race. The 
marshalls efficiently ushered us to the other 
side of the barrier and Howard was quick to 
accept responsibility but I felt he had tried to 
drive back onto the track too forcefully. It was 
only 10 minutes into the race, so we had 20 
minutes to watch numerous other drivers take 
to the grass and rejoin the track safely which 
only added insult to injury.

It was the hottest part of the day and with my 
fuming in my race suit it was the hottest 20 
minutes I could remember for a long time. 
I accept that no one deliberately causes an 
accident and Howard was apologetic but I was 
flabbergasted and annoyed that a simple act 
of generosity had taken away my chances in 
the Championship.

I ACCEPT THAT NO ONE DELIBERATELY 
CAUSES AN ACCIDENT AND HOWARD WAS 
APOLOGETIC BUT I WAS FLABBERGASTED.

I GUESS I’LL GET OVER IT IN TIME.
ADAM BAGNALL

THE SPECTATOR BANKING OVERLOOKING CASCADES  
WAS OCCUPIED BY CAR CLUBS PRESENTING A  

DIVERSE SELECTION OF OLD CARS, PICNIC BASKETS  
AND TARTAN BLANKETS.
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#4–16.06.19  

CADWELL PARK – RACE TWO: SUNDAY 

Mention Brands Hatch and some people react as if you have just suggested 
riding a Raleigh Chopper along the North Yungas Road in Bolivia before walking 
a tightrope strung over a bubbling cauldron of red-hot lava, volcanic gas and 
flaming fireballs known locally as the Dartford Crossing.   
Images: Charlie Wooding   Design & words: James Nairn

Whilst others show no fear, Ken Rorrison, 
oblivious to the dangers that might befall 
him, simply drove his race car over the Queen 
Elizabeth Bridge joining the other survivors of 
the crossing for what turned out to be a great 
day of motorsport. Risking the wrath of the 
trolls who I assume live under the bridge, I 
like Brands Indy, always have, from my very 
first visit, when leaving the pit lane and 
plunging down Paddock Hill on a circuit 
awash with torrential rain I could almost 
imagine what it must be like to go over 
Niagara Falls in a barrel.

The Indy circuit has gradient and camber 
changes plus nothing that could be described 
as a straight (except by a politician) and in all 

my visits have never felt that given one more 
lap I couldn’t do better. The other great thing 
is that the natural contours create a great 
amphitheater for spectators, there was a 
generally genial atmosphere and much of the 
conversation in the Assembly Area was trying 
to identify whether it was a Spitfire or 
Hurricane that flew out of the early morning 
sun and over the circuit.

Jez’s Lotus Elan was first out of the pit lane 
separated from Charles Barter’s Datsun by the 
Lotus 7 of Chris Baxter who was taking 
advantage of the two race format to share 
with Chris Holland. Behind Charles was Mark 
Leverett who was sharing his Elan with Will, 
followed by the Porsche 911 of John Williams 

#11–21.09.19 BRANDS INDY
Charles Barter, Datsun 
240Z, Dave Karaskas, TVR 
3000M and John 
Williams, Porsche 911 put 
on a great display of fast, 
close motor racing. 
Image: ©Charlie Wooding

Jez drove with his usual 
style and pace, to secure 
his second successive 70s 
Championship title
Image: ©Charlie Wooding
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and the Alfas of Mike Neumann and Dave 
Erwin. The two Alfas were followed onto the 
circuit by a pair of TVRs, Dave Karaskas giving 
his 3000M its first outing since the Superprix 
at the end of June, having spent the 
intervening time wisely resolving suspension 
issues that had plagued the car. While 
Michael Parden made the long trek down 
from Carnforth in Lancashire with his 2500M.

The grid was completed by the third Alfa of 
Ken Rorrison and the pair of Porsche 924s of 
Simon Baines and Pete Connell. With only 
twelve cars on the entry list it was unlikely 
anyone was going to have the excuse of 
having their best lap blocked.  Released as the 
clock struck 9.00am everybody immediately 
attacked the circuit with the enthusiasm of 
drivers who knew a fried breakfast was little 
more than 15 minutes away.

Jez and Charles didn’t bother with getting up 
to speed, both started with a 57 second lap 
before dropping immediately into the 56’s, it 
took Charles another three laps before he 
lowered the mark to 55 seconds, then a little 
after six and a half minutes from the start of 
qualifying decided he had gone fast enough 

and headed back to the paddock to take pole 
position in the café queue. It took a further 
five minutes for Jez to drop below 56 seconds 
missing out on pole by three thousandths of a 
second, whilst Charles already had a mug of 
tea in his hand and was two bites into his 
bacon sandwich.    

Dave Karaskas also managed to post a 55 
second lap on his seventh circuit, qualifying 
twenty two hundredths behind Jez. Dave’s 
TVR 3000M is now also vying with Charles’s 
Datsun for the most aurally tuneful car on the 
circuit. John Williams was what appeared to 
be a massive seven tenths behind the top 
three and just fifteen hundredths ahead of 
Mark Leverett’s misfiring Elan which 
mysteriously set its fastest lap on the fifteenth 
and final lap of qualifying.

Three and a half seconds behind Mark was 
Class D, headed predictably by the Alfa of 
Mike Neumann, it’s a shame we haven’t seen 
more of Mike this year as he clearly has the 
Alfa on its toes and pace to run right at the 
front of the Class. Simon Baines wasn’t 
looking too shabby either after his confidence 
boosting Class win at the previous race, a little 

JEZ MISSED OUT ON POLE BY THREE 
THOUSANDS OF A SECOND, WHILST 
CHARLES ALREADY HAD A MUG OF TEA IN 
HIS HAND AND WAS TWO BITES INTO HIS 
BACON SANDWICH.   

CHRIS BAXTER TUCKED THE LOTUS 7 
BETWEEN THE ALFAS OF KEN RORRISON 
AND DAVE ERWIN WHO WAS STILL LESS 
THAN A SECOND BEHIND MIKE NEUMANN, 
ALTHOUGH TWO ROWS AND FOUR PLACES 
FURTHER BACK.
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under seven hundredths ahead of Ken’s 
Rorrison’s road-tyre shod Alfa, although Ken’s 
lap time increased considerably after he 
stopped to collect some gravel on the outside 
of Clearways five minutes before the end of 
the session.

Chris Baxter tucked the Lotus 7 between the 
Alfas of Ken and Dave Erwin who was still less 
than a second behind Mike although two rows 
and four places further back. Mike Parden and 
Pete Connell completed the final row of the 
grid. Pete only completed four laps before pitting 
early in the session so his time was probably 
unrepresentative of his Porsche 924’s potential.

With a little over two hours between the end 
of qualifying and the race there was a lot of 
standing around with hands in pockets, 
punctuated by a brief distraction as the 
Spitfire/Hurricane discussion was rekindled 
following another fly over. Andy Honey was 
proudly showing off his new race support van 
and Mark Leverett’s Elan was a willing 
recipient for ‘support’ and after a quick bit of 
‘fiddling’ Andy rectified the misfire in time for 
Will to put in a couple of reconnaissance laps. 
Others speculated on whether it was too early 

in the day or too late in the year for ice cream.

Adam Bagnall traveled down for the race also 
crossing the water to watch his championship 
hopes fade away like the flickering candle in a 
Chinese lantern disappearing over a distant 
horizon. Whilst the grid was light on numbers 
it was still high on diversity excluding the Alfas 
which were reassuringly red. The first three rows 
had cars manufactured in the UK, Japan, 
Germany and Italy, engine configurations  
4 cylinder, 6 cylinder, straight, vee and flat. 
This combination of great ingredients thrown 
together in the Kentish speed bowl always 
had the potential to produce some quite 
special racing.

There is something psychologically frenetic 
about short circuit racing and the front rows 
were not about to dispel that myth. John 
Williams made his trademark scalded cat 
start, jumping past Dave’s TVR and 
challenging  Charles’s Datsun around the 
remainder of the lap before squeezing past 
through Surtees, whilst Jez made his escape 
already one second clear at the end of the lap. 
Such was the leader’s pace that Class D 
poleman Mike Neumann was already five 

seconds behind, closely followed by Ken 
Rorrison who had nipped past Simon Baines, 
moving up to second in class. The dark blue 
TVR of Mike Parden had out accelerated Dave 
Erwin’s Alfa off the line and it would take Dave 
until lap three to regain the place.

Charles Barter repassed John’s Porsche on  
lap two setting off after Jez and pulling the 
others with him as if attached by a short tow 
rope. By the fourth lap the leading quartet 
were covered by a second with Mark Leverett 
keeping watch a couple of seconds behind. 
Jez now had a dilemma: did he fight with 
Charles, because that is the fundamental 
point of racing. I suspect Jez wasn’t given 
much time to consider his options, before 
Charles, one of the most decisive passers in 
70s, made the decision for him.    

In the time taken to read the previous 
paragraph Charles and Dave Karaskas in a 
deft move which also demoted John Williams, 
relegated Jez to third. Two laps later John 
consigned Jez to fourth although he was 
comfortably clear of Mark Leverett who had 
been holding a three second gap to the lead 
group but fell back as the lead group pressed 

on. Charles couldn’t miss Dave’s yellow TVR in 
his mirrors as the gap between the first two 
was closed to a couple of tenths while John 
and Jez, still lapping at a similar pace, 
hovered in their wake like a pair of vultures 
waiting for an error which never happened.   

After a frantic fifteen minutes Charles hung on 
from Dave Karaskas and John Williams 
making it a Class B whitewash of the podium 
conducted very ably by ‘@JoshCommentator’. 
Jez collected maximum points for his efforts 
and was followed home by Mark Leverett’s 
similar Elan in fifth position. Mike Neumann 
comfortably held on to the Class D victory 
followed by the Lotus 7 of Chris Baxter and 
Ken Rorrison, who headed the recovering 
Porsche 924 of Simon Baines.  Simon had the 
honour of taking fastest lap in Class just, a 
couple of tenths behind Ken as they crossed 
the finish line. 

The race one classification was completed by 
Dave Erwin and Michael Parden, whilst Pete 
Connell retired after six laps with a suspected 
fuel leak. A fast demonstration of exceptional 
driving skill was a great way to begin the day’s 
programme of races.

ADAM BAGNALL WATCHED HIS CHAMPIONSHIP 
HOPES FADE AWAY LIKE THE FLICKERING 

CANDLE IN A CHINESE LANTERN 
DISAPPEARING OVER A DISTANT HORIZON.   

I SUSPECT JEZ WASN’T GIVEN MUCH TIME TO 
CONSIDER HIS OPTIONS, BEFORE CHARLES, 
ONE OF THE MOST DECISIVE PASSERS IN 70S 
MADE THE DECISION FOR HIM.  
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01 01   Jeremy Clark

02 24   Charles Barter 

03 42   Dave Karaskas

04 30   John Williams

05 20   Mark Leverett

06 74   Mike Neumann

07 28  Simon Baines

08 04   Ken Rorrison

09 14 Chris Baxter

10 76   Dave Erwin

11 136  Mike Parden

12 03   Pete Connell

LAP CHART
BRANDS INDY – RACE ONE: SATURDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER 2019 

Laps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

01 Charles Barter  B

02 Dave Karaskas  B

03 John Williams  B

04 Jeremy Clark  C

05 Mark Leverett  C

06 Mike Neumann  D

07 Chris Baxter  C

08 Ken Rorrison  D

09 Simon Baines D

10 Dave Erwin  D

11 Mike Parden I

DNF Pete Connell D
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#12–21.09.19 

Images: Charlie Wooding  Design & words: James Nairn

With five races on the timetable before the 70s’ 
second encounter of the day there was plenty of 
time to enjoy the Autumn sunshine and watch 
some cracking motor sport, especially from the 
Formula Ford racers. 

Mark Leverett and Chris Baxter changed out of 
their super hero outfits, their work done for the 
day, whilst Will Leverett and Chris Holland 
readied themselves for the encounter in the 
knowledge they would both be starting from the 
final row of the grid.

BRANDS INDY
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As competitors assembled for the second 
encounter of the afternoon Jez was presented 
with another dilemma: fourth on the grid and 
cushioned by eight other cars from the only 
other person on the grid likely to reduce his 
potential points:  did he need to battle for the 
win with the Class B contenders ahead, all of 
whom had their sights set on overall glory. 
The answer was provided in the time it took 
for a row of red lights to be extinguished as 
John Williams shot into the lead like a dart 
from the hand of Jocky Wilson to head the 
pack at the end of the first lap, whilst Jez 
demoted Dave Karaskas to fourth finding 
himself a willing passenger on this fast 
moving train.

While John dug deep into his bag of skills to 
resist the attentions of Charles’s Datsun, 
Dave’s TVR relegated the red and white Elan 
to the back of the group, whilst John kept 
both his eyes glued to the three mirrors 
attached to his Porsche. Such was the intensity 
of the lead battle as Charles and Dave 
swapped places back and forth, faster than a 
Frenchman could play C’est Magnifique on an 
accordion, that Will Leverett’s stealthy 
advance towards the back of the lead group 

was easily overlooked.  Having climbed to 
fifth by the end of the second lap Will was 
only two seconds behind Jez at the end of lap 
three, reducing the gap to just three tenths by 
the end of four laps and that is where he sat 
until lap eight.  

Ken Rorrison briefly held the lead in Class D 
around the first lap before Mike Neumann 
asserted his superiority and moved to the 
front of the Class and spent the rest of the 
race stringing together some really tidy, quick 
and consistent lap times.  The evergreen Chris 
Holland systematically worked his way 
forward, picking off competitors one by one. 
Pete Connell was again the unwitting 
recipient of the black flag, essentially the 
same as receiving the ‘black spot’ in Treasure 
Island to officially pronounce a verdict of guilt, 
once served the recipient (or in this case 
Pete’s) fate was sealed.  

Simon Baines and Mike Parden are clearly 
‘afternoon people’ picking up their pace from 
the morning, relegating the Alfas of Ken 
Rorrison and Dave Erwin to visual flourishes.  
As the race reached its mid-way point 
Charles’s engine began to complain that it 

DAVE’S TVR RELEGATED THE RED AND WHITE 
ELAN TO THE BACK OF THE GROUP, JOHN  

KEPT BOTH HIS EYES GLUED TO THE THREE 
MIRRORS ATTACHED TO HIS PORSCHE AS 

WILL COMPLETED HIS STEALTHY ADVANCE 
TOWARDS THE BACK OF THE LEAD GROUP

JOHN WILLIAMS WAS SLIGHTLY 
DISAPPOINTED THE WIN SLIPPED FROM HIS 
GRASP WITH JUST THREE AND A HALF 
MINUTES OF THE RACE LEFT
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had only been employed as in ‘intern’ and the 
job description hadn’t suggested it would 
have to work quite so hard, but grumbled on 
for a couple more laps before handing in its 
notice on lap thirteen.

By the end of lap nine Will got a run on Jez as 
he got trapped behind Charles’s troubled 
Datsun passing both in a single move. A lap 
later Will squeezed past Dave’s TVR into 
second at the top of Paddock, through a 
rapidly closing gap in what at one point 
looked like a ‘code brown’ moment. However 
Dave is an experienced campaigner and left 
Will a gap the width of a Lotus Elan plus a coat 
of paint. With just three and a half minutes 
left on the clock Will wasn’t going to wait for 
John to invite him to pass and as the Porsche 
got a little squiggle turning into Surtees Will 
held the Elan around the outside of the 
Porsche through McLaren and into Clearways 
to take the lead.  Job done. 

Another happy podium, John was slightly 
disappointed to let the win slip from his grasp 
so close to the end, before the Spitfire* made 
another flypast, wagging its wings in a silent 
salute to a pair of exciting and truly sporting 
encounters.

* Whilst there was some initial doubt about 
whether the aircraft was a Hurricane or Spitfire 
research suggested it was the ‘clipped wing’ 
Spitfire based at Biggin Hill. 

WILL SQUEEZED PAST DAVE’S TVR AT THE TOP 
OF PADDOCK, THROUGH A RAPIDLY CLOSING 

GAP IN WHAT AT ONE POINT LOOKED LIKE 
BECOMING A ‘CODE BROWN’ MOMENT.
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01 24   Charles Barter

02  42   Dave Karaskas

03 30   John Williams

04 01   Jeremy Clark

05 74   Mike Neumann

06 04   Ken Rorrison

07 28  Simon Baines

08 76   Dave Erwin

09 136  Mike Parden

10 03   Pete Connell

11 14 Chris Holland

12 20   Will Leverett

LAP CHART
BRANDS INDY – RACE TWO: SATURDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER 2019 

Laps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

01 Will Leverett C

02 John Williams  B

03 Dave Karaskas  B

04 Jeremy Clark C

05 Mike Neumann  D

06 Chris Holland  C

07 Simon Baines D

08 Mike Parden I

09 Ken Rorrison D

10 Dave Erwin  D

DNF Charles Barter B 

DNF Pete Connell D
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#13–19.10.19 SILVERSTONE

Images: Charlie Wooding   Design & words: James Nairn

We are constantly making decisions, many 
subconsciously based on experiences stored in 
our memory banks. I made a decision on 
Saturday morning after watching 70s Qualifying 
that I had the skill, talent and equipment to 
traverse down a wet grassy spectator banking on 
my bike. It turned out I didn’t have any of those 
things, but the only consequence was a muddy 
backside which became the source of much 
amusement throughout the day. Sometimes a 
reflex decision can have much greater 
implications.
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With the Championship title already secured 
by Jez Clark the Silverstone race was very 
much an opportunity for 70s to end the year 
on a hi-note and a terrific grid of 32 cars 
gathered in the Assembly Area for early 
morning qualifying. The sun was low in the 
sky, the air was damp with moisture but the 
forecast suggested the mood would be bright 
and sunny by race time.    

Autumn had definitely arrived at Silverstone 
by the middle of October, the track was damp 
and made more tricky than usual by an 
infestation of garden worms whilst the grassy 
edges were a muddy quagmire. First into the 
Assembly Area were Kevin Kivlochan and 
John Williams, clearly keener than some of 
the others for the session to get underway. It 
was a reasonable morning hike through the 
16 rows containing 32 competitors before 
reaching Jim Dean’s pair of green and yellow 
Lotus’s with Julian looking forward to getting 
reacquainted with the Elan in which he 
enjoyed so much success, whilst Jim was 
happy to stick with his trusty Europa.

Some drivers clearly reveled in the conditions 
more than others, but most competitors 
managed to get at least ten laps, the majority 

posting their quickest time towards the end of 
the session before succumbing to the aroma 
of a bacon sandwich from the catering tent. 
John Williams was one of the drivers clearly 
enjoying himself, his Porsche 911 beating 
Kevin’s Morgan +8 to pole by almost three 
quarters of a second. Just a tenth behind 
Kevin was Julian Barter despite not sitting in 
the Elan since the middle of May. The grid has 
usually developed a predictable pattern by 
this point of the season: Dave Karaskas 
maintained his recent form qualifying fourth 
ahead of Jim Dean and first Invitation racer, 
the quick Rupert Ashdown in his Lotus Elan S1.

But with the changing track conditions things 
then got a little more jumbled. Nic Strong 
qualified his Marcos 3000GT seventh, less 
than two tenths ahead of Brian Jarvis who we 
last saw enjoying a weekend by the coast in 
North Wales, whilst Simon Baines was 
probably surprised to find he was separated 
from Brian by only half a second. The two 
Porsche 924s sandwiched Larry Tucker’s 
evocative Shelby Mustang. There is something 
special about a big loud American V8 which 
made this car an instant fan favourite. Another 
of the legendary silhouettes from 1970s 

Reflecting the 
competitiveness of 70s 
Road Sports at the 
moment the next twelve 
cars on the grid from 
fifteenth to the Porsche 
911 of Morgan Sparrow 
in twenty seventh were 
separated by just three 
seconds.  
Image:  
©Charlie Wooding

production racing was the Firenza Droopsnoot 
of David Hall, who shared the sixth row with 
Jon Wagstaff’s Alfa GTV, the first in an impressive 
field of six Alfas, ahead of Howard Payne’s 
thirteenth placed Lotus Europa which was three 
places but only two tenths behind Simon Baines.

Definitely not following his usual form was 
Mark Leverett, languishing mid-grid in 14th, 
his Elan only just ahead of Mark Oldfield’s 
Porsche 924 suggesting that a trans-axle 
Porsche possesses a useful amount of  
poise in tricky conditions. Reflecting the 
competitiveness of 70s Road Sports at the 
moment the next twelve cars on the grid from 
fifteenth to the Porsche 911 of Morgan 
Sparrow in twenty seventh were separated by 
just three seconds. 

Steve Skipworth was back for only his second 
race of the season lapping just seventeen 
hundredths of a second quicker than the pale 
blue TVR 3000M of Matt Nichols, taking part 
in his first race in a couple of years. Three 
tenths behind Matt was the consistently 
immaculate TVR of Steve Bellerby which, 
despite having a 1000cc advantage over the 
road driven Alfa of Ken Rorrison, was only 
twenty seven thousandths of a second quicker 
around the Silverstone sweepers.  

Mark Bennett’s MGB V8 was languishing in 
20th and facing the prospect of a busy race, 
just three hundredths ahead of Paul 
Kennelly’s lovely Austin Healey 100M. Will 
Morton was giving his 924 a final run of the 
season having not raced since Cadwell Park, 
qualifying ahead of the three Alfas of Drew 
Nicholson, Mike Neumann and the wedgie 

Alfetta of Lawrence Alexander, all of them 
concentrating like blindfolded men juggling 
with chainsaws to keep their cars pointing in 
the right direction. The nimble but power 
deficient Triumph Spitfire of David Tomkinson, 
packing less horsepower than a fairground 
carousel, managed to split the Alfas of Mike 
and Lawrence.

Maintaining diversity right to the back of the 
grid, the final three rows were completed by 
the classic two litre 1965 Porsche 911 of 
Morgan Sparrow and 1750cc Alfa Spider of 
Antony Ross. The Lotus Europa of Nigel Ashley 
and TVR 2500 of hillclimber Michael Parden, 
back down from Carnforth in Lancashire, were 
on the penultimate row and the recurrent 
bookends Tom Owen and Pete Connell 
completed a spectacular assortment of cars 
which closely resembled a Farrow & Ball 
colour chart. 

Bacon sandwiches eaten, qualifying excuses 
proffered, annual drivers meeting attended, 
competitors chatted idly during the part of the 
day when many words are spoken but 
nothing is really said, awaiting the start of the 
race scheduled for immediately after lunch.

THE NIMBLE BUT POWER DEFICIENT 
TRIUMPH SPITFIRE OF DAVID TOMKINSON 
WAS PACKING LESS HORSEPOWER THAN A 

FAIRGROUND CAROUSEL.
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As the cars left the Assembly Area for the last 
time this year the grid looked magnificent, a 
58 second parade of the good and the great 
historic sports cars which entranced 70s social 
media followers. The parade might have been 
a little quicker but the marshals needed to 
ensure the door of Julian’s Elan was shut 
properly, whilst Dave Karaskas, alert to the 
situation, held the other half of the grid in 
position so it didn’t fragment over the 
formation lap.

With a fully dry track under their wheels many 
decisions were being made by each driver as 
the cars assembled on the grid, based on 
stored knowledge, experience and sensory 
perception acquired over the course of the  
1.6 mile formation lap. As the lights went out 
the 32 cars rushed forwards with an outburst 
of ferocity. 

John Williams produced another scorching 
trademark start, but his Porsche 911 couldn’t 
prevent Kevin’s Morgan +8 from surging into 
the lead, with the TVR 3000M of Dave 
Karaskas and Nic Strong’s Marcos in hot 
pursuit. Julian’s Elan faltered and slipped 
back towards Brian Jarvis on the fourth row, 
whilst Mark Leverett’s Elan catapulted 

forwards from the seventh row. In amongst 
the noise and blur of colour with drivers 
relying on instinct and experience, Mark’s 
white Elan clipped the back of Julian’s green 
and yellow Elan spinning it into the path of 
David Hall’s Firenza and out of the race in a 
cloud of shredded glass fibre. I am sure that if 
Mark and Julian were able to relive that moment 
100 times the decision and consequences 
would be different 100 times.

The ‘fight or flight’ instincts of 24 drivers 
kicked in to avoid the stricken green Elan before 
rushed headlong towards Maggotts like a 
tangled rainbow. What ensued in the Becketts 
braking area can only be described as a 
thunder ball of conflicting decisions, before 
dispersing down the Wellington Straight as 
quickly as it formed like coffee spilling from 
an upturned mug. The Alfa of Ken Rorrison 
was left beaten and bruised by the side of the 
track and Drew Nicholson’s wounded Alfa 
limped on as far as the pits, whilst the others 
raced on having already discarded the 
moment from their memory banks

In amongst the melée the Porsche 924 of 
Mark Oldfield left him with just one more 

 AS THE LIGHTS WENT OUT  
THE 32 CARS RUSHED  
FORWARDS WITH AN  

OUTBURST OF FEROCITY. 
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decision to make (well one more decision 
before the decision to head to the bar) as his 
924 fell lumpily onto three cylinders and was 
retired from the race. It was suggested that 
Mark had previously placed a lucky feather 
under the windscreen wiper which had made 
the Porsche fly in qualifying, unfortunately 
this appears to have blown away in the first 
lap chaos and his race was run. 

Unaffected by the shenanigans behind, the 
leading quartet were knuckling down to a 
typical 70s lead battle. Dave Karaskas moved 
past John on the second lap and set off after 
Kevin, halving the four second deficit in two 
laps, with John’s Porsche immediately coming 
under pressure from Nic Strong’s Marcos, 
finally performing close to its potential. 
Almost hidden amongst so much action Mark 
Bennett and Anthony Ross had made 
storming starts from their lowly grid positions, 
the MGB V8 gaining ten places and the Alfa 
Spider producing a stunning performance, 
gaining thirteen places to complete the first 
lap in 15th position. Mike Neumann 
improved his Class prospects gaining seven 
places, dragging stablemate Lawrence 
Alexander with him to move onto the tail of 

Alfa rival Jon Wagstaff, although the Class 
leading Porsche 924 of Brian Jarvis appeared 
to be out of reach, already a further six places 
and nine seconds up the road.

The Lotus Europa of Howard Payne had sunk 
back to twenty first at the end of the first lap 
but was about to mount a blistering recovery 
drive, although his Lotus rivals already had 
challenges of their own to deal with. Mark 
Leverett’s day wasn’t getting any better and 
on the third lap his Elan became stranded on 
the circuit in a position that was virtually 
impossible for the Marshals to recover safely, 
half a lap later Jim Dean retired his Europa 
with broken rear suspension. Although 
Howards prospects were looking up, having 
already passed Europa rival Steve Skipworth 
for eleventh, the Safety Car was sent on its 
way to allow Mark Leverett’s rescue. David 
Tomkinson and Tom Owen were picked up by 
the Safety Car ahead of Kevin who had 
managed to lap Morgan Sparrow before the 
start line, placing the classic 911 between 
himself and Dave Karaskas in the queue.

Mark’s Elan was efficiently sent on its way but 
now three laps behind, whilst David 
Tomkinson and Tom Owen were waved past 

the Safety Car and set about playing a game 
of ‘hare and hounds’ opening as big a gap as 
possible before the rest of the field were 
released. There appeared to be an attempt to 
encourage Morgan Sparrow to pass the Safety 
Car which would have allowed Dave Karaskas, 
John Williams and Nic Strong a clear run on 
Kevin’s Morgan at the end of the safety car 
period. Probably keen to stay out of trouble to 
collect important signatures on his licence 
Morgan Sparrow impressively appeared to 
have read the rules which state:

 ‘Overtaking or overlapping of any other 
competing car during a Safety Car intervention 
is forbidden’. And

‘the observer in the Safety Car will wave past 
any cars between the Safety Car and the race 
leader’. 

To pass the Safety Car, Morgan would have 
needed to overtake ‘another competing car ‘ 
so stayed where he was behind Kevin. The 
consequence being that at the end of the 
Safety Car period  ‘Keki’ was handed an 
advantage he didn’t need, grasped the 
winner’s trophy with both hands and ran off 
with it, the Morgan braking for the Becketts 

Hairpin as the chasing pack were still only 
exiting Copse.

What happened next was the end of season 
race we had been hoping for, and over the 
remaining eight laps Dave, John and Nic 
scrapped for all they were worth for the final 
two steps of the podium, separated by tenths 
of a second in a demonstration of fast, stylish 
racing for Class honours. John attacking the 
TVR for all he was worth with clouds of rubber 
smoke pouring from his front tyres, whilst 
defending from the Marcos. John once 
managed to get alongside Dave into the 
hairpin but the TVR was able to out drag the 
Porsche down the Wellington Straight before 
Nic finally squeezed the Marcos past the 
Porsche on the fifteenth lap and just about 
hung on to the flag by 15 hundredths of a 
second. The surprise outcome was that the 
technically superior German product from 
Stuttgart was pushed off a podium place by a 
pair of low volume fibreglass sports cars with 
Ford V6 Essex engines. Such is the way that 
70s Road Sports can mess with strongly held 
perceptions and beliefs, on a different circuit 
there would almost certainly have been a 
different result.  

UNAFFECTED BY THE SHENANIGANS 
BEHIND, THE LEADING QUARTET WERE 
KNUCKLING DOWN TO A TYPICAL 70S  
LEAD BATTLE. 
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Behind this group, Mark Bennett had enjoyed 
a really busy race battling past 15 other 
competitors all the way to fifth position ahead 
of the first Invitation competitor Rupert 
Ashdown who maintained the excellent form 
he has been showing all year. Driving quickly 
and cleanly, Rupert battled with the 
spectacular fire and thunder of Larry Tucker’s 
Shelby Mustang for most of the race. These 
two were separated on the final lap by the 
mighty recovery drive from Howard Payne, 
who claimed his first Class C victory for the 
Cambridge Regional College Lotus Europa.

David Hall had posted some quick laps in his 
silver Firenza to finish ahead of another of the 
day’s great racers Antony Ross, who hustled 
the family Alfa Spider from 28th on the grid to 
a remarkable tenth, just three tenths ahead of 
Steve Skipworth. He was followed across the 
line by Steve Bellerby, enjoying being back in 
the hot seat after stuff, life and possibly an 
‘Anglebox’ kept him occupied for a large 
portion of the summer. 

If the Safety Car gave Kevin a big advantage it 
did exactly the opposite for Brian Jarvis. The 
bunching of the field meant that Jon and 

Mike could see his Porsche 924 which to an 
Alfa driver has the same effect as Vick’s 
Vapour-Rub in a jock strap. Mike was the first 
to scratch the itch moving past Jon to lead the 
chase, although Brian was initially protected 
by a buffer consisting of Steve Bellerby and 
Antony Ross. Once the buffer had moved 
forward Brian was as vulnerable to attack as a 
thirsty Wildebeest at a waterhole and on lap 
13 Jon struck like a hungry Croc passing Brian 
and the red and yellow Alfa in one move, 
leaving Mike to carry on the fight, snapping 
away at the back of the Porsche before grabbing 
the place on the final lap. Class D finally gave 
us the contest we had wanted to see all season, 
a three-way battle between the eventual Class 
winner Jon Wagstaff, the Porsche 924 of 
perennial Class Champion Brian Jarvis and 
the quick Alfa of Mike Neumann. 

The HRS Austin Healey 100M of Paul Kennelly 
made good progress to finish ahead of the 
Alfa GTV of Lawrence Alexander, who was 
shadowed for the whole race by the Porsche 
924 of Will Morton.  As a life-long Alfisti Will 
must have spent the twenty minute race 
pondering why he was strapped into a 
Porsche when his similar Alfa GTV was 

languishing in a shed at home. They were 
joined briefly mid-race by Simon Baines as he 
slipped down the field lacking the 
performance to maintain the form he had 
shown earlier in the day.

The TVR pairing of Matt Nichols and Michael 
Parden gravitated towards each other 
finishing 19th & 20th, having started the race 
separated by twelve other competitors. 
Michael and Nigel Ashley who had started the 
race side by side on the grid separated by six 
tenths of a second swapped places three 
times before finishing one second apart after 
16 laps of racing. There was only so much the 
Spitfire of David Tomkinson could give around 
Silverstone although he had a fun time on a 
clear track when released by the Safety Car, 
surprisingly though David waited until his 
penultimate lap before smashing another of 
Chris Fisher’s lap records, whilst being 
especially pleased to have finished the year 
with a fully functioning four wheel Spitfire.

The classification was completed by Tom 
Owen, Morgan Sparrow and Pete Connell, all 
novices wearing the black cross on the yellow 
square. The Road Sport categories are 

generally very supportive of new drivers 
providing encouragement before more laps 
pass under their wheels and they progress up 
the order in turn passing their knowledge and 
experience down to the next generation of 
wide eyed hopefuls. 

70s is not a physical Championship and a lot 
of the competitors have been friends for many 
years so the scrappy start was very untypical 
and slightly uncomfortable to see, but once 
the Safety Car had settled things down we 
were rewarded with a display of fast, clean 
sporting racing that we have become so 
accustomed to seeing in 70s.  Time now to 
reflect, rebuild and return, and in April we will 
all be back with fresh hopes, ambitions and 
dreams, but not before the impending and 
stupendous not-to-be-missed 70s Annual 
Dinner on 07 March 2020.   

ps. On an ominous note Robert Barter’s 
moody and malcontent Jensen Healey was 
seen lurking behind the toilet blocks so it 
seems likely that the terms of its ASBO have 
been relaxed and its menacing dark shadow 
will be back on the circuits in 2020.  

WE WERE REWARDED WITH A DISPLAY  
OF FAST, CLEAN SPORTING RACING THAT  
WE HAVE BECOME SO ACCUSTOMED TO 

SEEING IN 70S
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01 30 John Williams

02 98   Kevin Kivlochan 

03 71   Julian Barter

04 42   Dave Karaskas

05 72 Jim Dean

06 45   Rupert Ashdown

07 37   Nic Strong

08 92   Brian Jarvis

09 110  Larry Tucker

10 28 Simon Baines

11 51   David Hall

12 68 Jon Wagstaff

13 11 Howard Payne

14 20   Mark Leverett

15 57 Mark Oldfield

16 70 Steve Skipworth

17 33  Matt Nichols

18 55  Steve Bellerby

19 04  Ken Rorrison  

20 131  Mark Bennett

21 133  Paul Kennelly

22 21  Will Morton

23 100  Drew Nicholson

24 74 Mike Neumann

25 07 David Tomkinson

26 61   Lawrence Alexander

27 64 Morgan Sparrow

28 96 Anthony Ross

29 10  Nigel Ashley

30 136  Michael Parden

19 44  Tom Owen  

20 03 Pete Connell

LAP CHART
SILVERSTONE FINALS: SATURDAY 19TH OCTOBER 2019 

Laps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

01 Kevin Kivlochan  A

02 Dave Karaskas  B

03 Nic Strong  B

04 John Williams  B

05 Mark Bennett  A

06 Rupert Ashdown  I

07 Howard Payne  C

08 Larry Tucker I

09 David Hall I

10 Antony Ross I

11 Steve Skipworth I

12 Steve Bellerby B

13 Jon Wagstaff  D

14 Mike Neumann  D

15 Brian Jarvis D

16 Paul Kennelly I

17 Lawrence Alexander D

18 Will Morton D

19 Simon Baines  D

20 Matt Nichols D

21 Michael Parden I

22 Nigel Ashley C

23 David Tomkinson  E

24 Tom Owen B

25 Morgan Sparrow I

26 Pete Connell D

27 Mark Leverett  C

DNF Jim Dean C

DNF Mark Oldfield D

DNF Drew Nicholson I

DNF Julian Barter C

DNF Ken Rorrison D
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CADWELL PARK – RACE TWO: SUNDAY 

There was a general feeling of excitement and optimism as the fast and the 
faster gathered on the last weekend of November for the annual distribution of 
awards and trophies at the HSCC Annual Awards Dinner. 
Images: Charlie Wooding   Design & words: James Nairn

Subtle changes to the format of the dinner 
indicated how hard The Club is working to 
improve the experience for the benefit all 
members. 

The room looked splendid and contained a real 
buzz of anticipation whilst a Scalextric version 
of the Le Mans circuit provided an amusing 
distraction, despite Ted O’Day terminally 
crashing the 1970s Le Mans Porsche 917 in 
the presence of Richard Attwood. Ted would 
later redeem himself by working his way 
through the knock out heats to win the grand 
final from an International field of racing 
super stars in the early hours of the morning.    

Marcus Pye was on top form hosting the 
presentation despite the distractions provided 

HSCC DINNER
by Andy Dee-Crowne, some impromptu and 
improvised speeches were particularly 
entertaining especially from Martin O’Connell 
and Frank Lyons sporting a Brocade jacket. 

Splitting the presentations between courses 
made the process less torturous than in 
previous years whilst the skill of the legion of 
waiters who danced through the tables with 
plates of hot tasty food balanced along their 
arms demonstrated skill and judgement that 
would not have looked out of place in a 
Formula ford slipstreaming battle.

Conversation flowed freely late into the night, 
making it a great way to round off the season 
and plans for and making next year’s dinner 
even better are already into action.

Racing is life, everything 
else before and after is 
just eating, drinking, 
chatting with like minded 
racers, but as in all 
competitions there is only 
winner. 
Ted O’Day achieved 
legendary status by 
matching Richard 
Attwood’s achievements 
and winning Le Mans 
Image:  
©Charlie Wooding
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2.13.1 Data Logging
The change will apply to all HSCC Series and 
Championships the aim is to address the 
ambiguity within Regulation 2:13 which 
stated that ‘cameras may not be used as a 
data logging device’. and to align it with 
contemporary advances in technology.
To be clear, the gathering of telemetry data for 
post-race analysis is allowed only the use of 
‘Real Time’ driver aids is prohibited. 

There are a number of valid reasons for 
this clarification: 

The HSCC aim to encourage new competitors 
to the sport (and 70s Championship) and do 
not wish to discourage them by adding 
unnecessary expense, 

Anything that distracts drivers peripheral 
vision or from checking mirrors during a race 
could potentially place other competitors in 
danger should be avoided for reasons of safety.

We are an Historic Race Club promoting and 
support historic racing and we believe our 
cars should be raced in the spirit of the era 
they represent.

We would like to believe that nobody has 
taken up historic motor sport because they 
loved data analysis. Racing is a pursuit that 
heightens the senses, is exciting and when 
done well is immensely rewarding. 

Once strapped in the car we are on our own 
making our own decisions and at the end of a 
day’s racing we should head home content in 
the knowledge we extracted the most from 
ourselves, our equipment and might just 
have been good enough for Marcus Pye to 
actually remember our names.

There is nothing wrong with racing hard, 
competition is one of man’s primal instincts, 
the desire to go faster, further, higher, to push 
ourselves to our personal limits but what we 
don’t need is unnecessary expense. 

We compete as amateurs, we spend our hard 
earned cash, we make friends, share 
experiences from good days and bad and the 
absolute priority of the Committee is that 
racing with the HSCC in 70s Road Sports 
should be and should remain fun.

news

5.8.1 Suspension
Lotus Europa: May use different length lower 
rear links within original manufacturers 
dimensions and to the same design.

5.9.3 Model Specific Regulations
Datsun 240Z: Dispensation to use the later  
5 speed from 280Z and similar with the part 
number ending 71C

The Committee has a duty to keep 50 year old 
cars racing as economically as possible but 
also with safety in mind,another example the 
concessions the Elan front wishbone. 

Parts are no longer available for Datsun 240Z 
gearboxes and it is almost impossible to find 
a replacement. We have been aware of this 
issue for some time but it needed to be 
addressed now as a car currently being built 
for our Championship could not have been 
completed. The slightly later 280Z gearbox  
is more readily available and this concession 
is a similar to the ones we have made 
previously for Morgan’s, Porsche 924’s etc .

The aim of the 70s Committee when making changes to the Regulations is 
to allow as many different makes and models of cars that are approaching 
50 years old to race safely and (accepting no motor racing is cheap) to race 
economically as possible. We also wish to provide an accessible entry route 
for new competitors who wish to take up the sport 

A summary of the changes to the 2020 Regulations are outlined below:

70S ANNUAL DINNER 
SATURDAY 07 MARCH 2020
The 70s Annual Dinner will again be held at 
The Lambert Arms, Aston Rowant,  
Oxfordshire OX49 5SB, 
www.mercurethame.com
For those who haven’t previously attended 
a 70s Dinner at The Lambert Arms the aim 
is to make them sociable and entertaining 
evenings and have been great opportunities 
for competitors to catch up after the winter.

The food has been reliably good and the 
Location of the Lambert Arms is quite central 
and only a few miles from Oxford, making it 
ideal for a weekend break.

Booking details will follow in the New Year 
but please put the date in your diary:  
Saturday 07 March 2020.
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